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The Politics Of Land Reform In Africa From Communal Tenure To Free Markets
Indonesia was founded on the ideal of the “Sovereignty of the People”, which suggests the pre-eminence of people’s rights to access, use
and control land to support their livelihoods. Yet, many questions remain unresolved. How can the state ensure access to land for agriculture
and housing while also supporting land acquisition for investment in industry and infrastructure? What is to be done about indigenous rights?
Do registration and titling provide solutions? Is the land reform agenda — legislated but never implemented — still relevant? How should the
land questions affecting Indonesia’s disappearing forests be resolved? The contributors to this volume assess progress on these issues
through case studies from across the archipelago: from large-scale land acquisitions in Papua, to asset ownership in the villages of Sulawesi
and Java, to tenure conflicts associated with the oil palm and mining booms in Kalimantan, Sulawesi and Sumatra. What are the prospects
for the “people’s sovereignty” in regard to land?
This book delves into the Fast Track Land Reform Programme (FTLRP) in Zimbabwe to provide insight into how it facilitated the delivery of
housing for low-income urban households. It highlights the politics of land reforms and the power of community engagement in housing
development in urban areas. Prior to the FTLRP, the Zimbabwean governments had never embraced popular modes of housing production
as key factors in urban development. In the area of low-income housing, informal housing schemes have always been treated with apathy
and indifference. This left the conventional mode of housing production to be the only legitimate means to house low-income households
despite its shortcomings. However, the onset of the FTLRP in 2000 resulted in homeless urban households grasping the opportunity to
invade farms for housing development. Through the lenses of Marxism and Neoliberalism, this book analyses housing schemes that emerged
and the overall impact of the FTLRP on housing and land delivery in Harare. This analysis is based on empirical evidence obtained from key
informants and household surveys conducted in Harare. The authors argue that the FTLRP provided a platform for innovativeness by
households, supported by the unpronounced national urban vision and prowess of the political leadership. Hence the success of these
housing schemes can be measured by acquisition of land which guarantees households access to the city. However, some of these housing
schemes pose challenges – key among them being lack of infrastructure. The book concludes by presenting a new model for effective
delivery of land and housing for the urban poor. This is envisaged as a useful policy tool for urban planners, housing experts, land
economists, urban and regional geographers, as well as sociologists, political scientists and social workers engaged in public administration
of land and housing.
Developmental Dilemmas singles out land as an object of study and places it in the context of one of the world's largest and most populous
countries undergoing institutional reform: the People's Republic of China. The book demonstrates that private property protected by law, the
principle of 'getting-the-prices-right', and the emergence of effectively functioning markets are the outcome of a given society's historical
development and institutional fabric. Peter Ho argues that the successful creation of new institutions hinges in part on choice and timing in
relation to the particular constellation of societal, economic, political and cultural parameters. Disregarding these could result in rising
inequality, bad land stewardship, and the eruption of land-related grievances.
This book analyzes the new political economy of land reform in South Africa. It takes a holistic approach to understand South Africa’s land
reform, assesses the current policy gaps, and suggests ways of filling them. Due to its cross-disciplinary approach, the book will appeal to a
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broad audience, and will benefit readers from the fields of policy reform, administration, law, political science, political economics, agricultural
economics, global politics, resource studies and development studies.
Major land reform programs have reallocated property in more than one-third of the world's countries in the last century and impacted over
one billion people. But only rarely have these programs granted beneficiaries complete property rights. Why is this the case, and what are the
consequences? This book draws on wide-ranging original data and charts new conceptual terrain to reveal the political origins of the property
rights gap. It shows that land reform programs are most often implemented by authoritarian governments who deliberately withhold property
rights from beneficiaries. In so doing, governments generate coercive leverage over rural populations and exert social control. This is
politically advantageous to ruling governments but it has negative development consequences: it slows economic growth, productivity, and
urbanization and it exacerbates inequality. The book also examines the conditions under which subsequent governments close property
rights gaps, usually as a result of democratization or foreign pressure.
"Analyzes the development of the movement for agrarian reform in Brazil, and attempts to explain the major moments of change in its growth
trajectory, from the late 1970s to 2006"--Provided by publisher.
In ‘Reclaiming Nature’, leading environmental thinkers from across the globe explore the relationship between human activities and the
natural. This is a bold and comprehensive text of major interest to both students of the environment and professionals involved in policy-
making.
"Following the end of World War II in 1945, the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) spent the next three decades carrying out agrarian reform
among nearly one third of the world's rural population. This book presents a new perspective on the first step of this reform, when the CCP
helped redistribute over 40 million hectares of land to over 300 million impoverished peasants in the nation-wide Land Reform Movement.
This Land Reform, the founding myth of the People's Republic of China (1949-present) and the cornerstone of the Chinese Communist
Revolution, embodies the idea that an equal redistribution of property will lead to social and political equality. Through the systematic analysis
of never-before studied micro-level data on practices of Land Reform in a complete county of over 500 villages, Power Over Property argues
that in practice, the opposite occurred: the redistribution of political power led to a more equal or fair distribution of property. Despite its name,
China's Land Reform primarily involved the removal of former power holders, the mobilization of mass political participation, and the creation
of a new social hierarchy. Only after accomplishing all of this was it possible to redistribute land. On the eve of Land Reform, much of the
Chinese countryside was under the control of predatory local strongmen who used their official position to monopolize both public and private
resources. During Land Reform, the CCP allied with the rural majority to forcibly remove these strongmen and organize more democratic
local government. At the end of Land Reform, this local government helped create a new social hierarchy that was not necessarily more
equal, but more just, at least in the eyes of the majority. Today the ideal of equalizing wealth to achieve social equality continues to appeal to
people around the world living in the midst of widespread inequality, but the experience of China's Land Reform suggests this ideal is
misguided. On the one hand, social equality in China was achieved through political, not economic means. On the other hand, moreover, the
fundamental solution was not equality, but a more effective hierarchy of unequal, but fair, entitlements. This book ultimately suggests that
focusing on economic equality may obscure more important social and political dynamics that have played a larger role in the development of
the modern world"--
In 2012, Cambodia—an epicenter of violent land grabbing—announced a bold new initiative to develop land redistribution efforts inside
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agribusiness concessions. Alice Beban's Unwritten Rule focuses on this land reform to understand the larger nature of democracy in
Cambodia. Beban contends that the national land-titling program, the so-called leopard skin land reform, was first and foremost a political
campaign orchestrated by the world's longest-serving prime minister, Hun Sen. The reform aimed to secure the loyalty of rural voters,
produce "modern" farmers, and wrest control over land distribution from local officials. Through ambiguous legal directives and unwritten
rules guiding the allocation of land, the government fostered uncertainty and fear within local communities. Unwritten Rule gives pause both
to celebratory claims that land reform will enable land tenure security, and to critical claims that land reform will enmesh rural people more
tightly in state bureaucracies and create a fiscally legible landscape. Instead, Beban argues that the extension of formal property rights
strengthened the very patronage-based politics that Western development agencies hope to subvert.
This thoughtful book explores the history and ongoing dilemmas of land use and land reform in South Africa. Including both theoretical and
applied examples of the evolution of South Africa’s current geography of land use, the authors provide a succinct overview of land reform
and evaluate the range of policies conceived over time to redress the country’s stark racial land imbalance.
Using empirical case materials from the Philippines and referring to rich experiences from different countries historically, this book offers
conceptual and practical conclusions that have far-reaching implications for land reform throughout the world. Examining land reform theory
and practice, this book argues that conventional practices have excluded a significant portion of land-based production and distribution
relationships, while they have inadvertently included land transfers that do not constitute real redistributive reform. By direct implication, this
book is a critique of both mainstream market led agrarian reform and conventional state-led land reform. It offers an alternative perspective
on how to move forward in theory and practice and opens new paths in land policy research.
Why did President Robert Mugabe risk the social and economic wellbeing of Zimbabwe by forcibly seizing nearly all commercial farms in the
nation?
This book is an examination of post-colonial land reforms across various African states. One of the decisive contradictions of colonialism in
Africa was the distortion of use, access to and ownership of land. Land related issues and the need for land reform have consistently
occupied a unique position in public discourse in Africa. The post-colonial African states have had to embark on concerted efforts at
redressing historical grounded land policies and addressing the growing needs of land by the poor. However, agitations for land continue,
while evidence of policy gaps abound. In many cases, policy change in terms of land use, distribution and ownership has reinforced
inequalities and affected power and social relations in respective post-colonial African countries. Land has assumed major causes of
structural violence and impediments to human and rural development in Africa; hence the need for holistic assessment of land reforms in post-
colonial African states. The central objective of the text is to identify post-independence and current trends in land reform and to address the
grievances in relation to land use, ownership and distribution. The book suggests practicable policy options towards addressing the land
hunger and conflict, which could derail the ‘moderate’ socio-economic achievements and political stability recorded by post-colonial African
nation-states. The book draws its strength and uniqueness from its adoption of country-specific case studies, which places the book in
context, and utilizes field studies methodology which generate new knowledge on the continental land question. Taking a holistic approach to
understanding Africa’s land question, this book will be attractive to academicians and students interested in policy and development, African
politics, post-colonial development and policy, and conflict studies as well as policy-makers working in relevant areas.
The rich empirical material presented in Land Reform Revisited engages with timely debates about land use, land reform, neoliberal state
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planning, power relations and questions of identity and belonging in post-apartheid South Africa.
As China is transformed, relations between society, the state, and the city have become central. The Great Urban Transformation
investigates what is happening in cities, the urban edges, and the rural fringe in order to explain these relations. In the inner city of major
metropolitan centers, municipal governments battle high-ranking state agencies to secure land rents from redevelopment projects, while
residents mobilize to assert property and residential rights. At the urban edge, as metropolitan governments seek to extend control over their
rural hinterland through massive-scale development projects, villagers strategize to profit from the encroaching property market. At the rural
fringe, township leaders become brokers of power and property between the state bureaucracy and villages, while large numbers of peasants
are dispossessed, dispersed, and deterritorialized, and their mobilizational capacity is consequently undermined. The Great Urban
Transformation explores these issues, and provides an integrated analysis of the city and the countryside, elite politics and grassroots
activism, legal-economic and socio-political issues of property rights, and the role of the state and the market in the property market.
The Fast Track Land Reform Programme implemented during the 2000s in Zimbabwe represents the only instance of radical redistributive
land reforms since the end of the Cold War. It reversed the racially-skewed agrarian structure and discriminatory land tenures inherited from
colonial rule. The land reform also radicalised the state towards a nationalist, introverted accumulation strategy, against a broad array of
unilateral Western sanctions. Indeed, Zimbabwe's land reform, in its social and political dynamics, must be compared to the leading land
reforms of the twentieth century, which include those of Mexico, Russia, China, Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, Cuba and Mozambique. The
fact that the Zimbabwe case has not been recognised as vanguard nationalism has much to do with the 'intellectual structural adjustment'
which has accompanied neoliberalism and a hostile media campaign. This has entailed dubious theories of ëneopatrimonialismí, which
reduce African politics and the state to endemic ëcorruptioní, ëpatronageí, and ëtribalismí while overstating the virtues of neoliberal good
governance. Under this racist repertoire, it has been impossible to see class politics, mass mobilisation and resistance, let alone believe that
something progressive can occur in Africa. This book comes to a conclusion that the Zimbabwe land reform represents a new form of
resistance with distinct and innovative characteristics when compared to other cases of radicalisation, reform and resistance. The process of
reform and resistance has entailed the deliberate creation of a tri-modal agrarian structure to accommodate and balance the interests of
various domestic classes, the progressive restructuring of labour relations and agrarian markets, the continuing pressures for radical reforms
(through the indigenisation of mining and other sectors), and the rise of extensive, albeit relatively weak, producer cooperative structures. The
book also highlights some of the resonances between the Zimbabwean land struggles and those on the continent, as well as in the South in
general, arguing that there are some convergences and divergences worthy of intellectual attention. The book thus calls for greater
endogenous empirical research which overcomes the pre-occupation with failed interpretations of the nature of the state and agency in Africa.
"Very well written and engaging. Successfully weaves histories, data, and stories together in examining land redistribution. There
is a judicious and enlightening use of secondary and primary sources, which makes this a virtually unique study."--James L. Dietz,
University of California, Fullerton "Offers a refreshing and much-needed fine-grained ethnographic and historic examination of the
years of the Partido Popular reforms."--Vilma Santiago-Irizarry, Cornell University The 1930s and the reign of the New Dealers in
Washington brought incredible changes to Puerto Rican society. A new land redistribution plan, formalized in the 1941 Land Law,
aimed at enfranchising, empowering, and urbanizing the landless workers by resettling them in parcels that they would own. With
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these new urban communities built, community cooperation and services such as potable water, electricity, education, and
sanitation followed. The result was that twenty years after the passage of the Land Law Puerto Rico was cited internationally as a
paragon of modern development. In this intimate and enlightening work, Ismael García-Colón uses ethnography, political and
economic theory, and primary and secondary historical sources to paint a compelling and human portrait of the land redistribution
program. He assesses not only the technical and political aspects of the program but also the ways in which the Puerto Rican
people actively resisted, accommodated, and influenced the development it brought about. Finally, García-Colón takes a clear look
at the successes and failures of this historic program, which attempted in vain to reconcile the conflicting interests of planned
development and free-market economics.
The present work seeks to study the politics that influenced the formulation and implementation of the various land reform
measures undertaken by the Government of Assam. It is a comprehensive study of the land system in Assam, the various
problems associated with this system and the reform measures undertaken by the State government to improve the agrarian
structure and the condition of the peasants. A study of the major land tenures prevalent before and during British Rule and the
attempts made by the British to streamline the agrarian structure has also been done so as to trace the origin and evolution of the
present day tenures. In Assam there were two major land tenture system; the Zamindari and the Raiyawari tentures. This work
deals with those areas where the Raiyatwari system of land prevailed.As in rest of the country after independence the congress
Party was at the helm of affairs in Assam and the land reforms in the State were based more or less on the lines of the All India
land reform policy. However, there have been a number of drawbacks and limitations not only in the Acts but also in their
implementation and the result have been far from satisfactory. The author is of the opinion that the class character of the Congress
Party was greatly responsible for the manner in which the reforms were enacted as well as implemented in the State. An indepth
study of the State Legislative Assembly has been done to show the working of these interests during the formulation of the land
reform Acts. The author believes that as elsewhere even in Assam unless the vested interests are done away with land reforms
can only be an apology, touching only the periphery of the problem even at the best of times.
This volume renews the political sociology of land. Chapters examine dynamics of political control and contention in a range of
settings, including land grabs in Asia and Africa, expulsions and territorial control in South America, environmental regulation in
Europe, and controversies over fracking, gentrification, and property taxes in the USA.
This book shows that land redistribution - the most consequential form of redistribution in the developing world - occurs more often
under dictatorship than democracy. It offers a novel theory of land reform and tests it using extensive original data dating back to
1900.
A fresh perspective on the way the Peruvian government's major 1969 agrarian reforms transformed the social, cultural, and
political landscape of the country.
In India, land policies have been undergoing a paradigm shift since the economic reforms of the early 1990s. Conclusive land
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titling or guaranteed title to land has emerged as an alternative policy option to the redistributive land reform agenda before
economic liberalization, and marks a historic reorientation of land policy. Land Reforms to Land Titling: Emerging Paradigms of
Land Governance in India studies this reorientation. Would the neoliberal policy of secure individual property rights in land address
diverse land-related questions in India? Whose interests will a conclusive titling policy serve, given unequal land holdings? How
are capitalist or market imperatives of efficiency and growth bypassing social concerns? This book addresses these and other
important questions through an in-depth study of not only India’s land governance history but also the experiences of other
developing countries. The book also talks about policy implications and will be an invaluable read for academics and policymakers
alike.
Under what conditions do the governments of developing countries manage to reform their way out of political and economic
instability? When are they instead overwhelmed by the forces of social conflict? What role can great powers play in shaping one
outcome or the other? This book is among the first to show in detail how the United States has used foreign economic policy,
including foreign aid, as a tool for intervening in the developing world. Specifically, it traces how the United States promoted land
reform as a vehicle for producing political stability. By showing where that policy proved stabilizing, and where it failed, a nuanced
account is provided of how the local structure of the political economy plays a decisive role in shaping outcomes on the ground.
Rural movements have recently emerged to become some of the most important social forces in opposition to neoliberalism. From
Brazil and Mexico to Zimbabwe and the Philippines, rural movements of diverse political character, but all sharing the same social
basis of dispossessed peasants and unemployed workers, have used land occupations and other tactics to confront the neoliberal
state. This volume brings together for the first time across three continents - Africa, Latin America and Asia - an intellectually
consistent set of original investigations into this new generation of rural social movements. These country studies seek to identify
their social composition, strategies, tactics, and ideologies; to assess their relations with other social actors, including political
parties, urban social movements, and international aid agencies and other institutions; and to examine their most common tactic,
the land occupation, its origins, pace and patterns, as well as the responses of governments and landowners. At a more
fundamental level, this volume explores the ways in which two decades of neoliberal policy - including new land tenure
arrangements intended to hasten the commodification of land, and new land uses linked to global markets -- have undermined the
social reproduction of the rural labour force and created the conditions for popular resistance. The volume demonstrates the longer-
term potential impact of these movements. In economic terms, they raise the possibility of tackling immiseration by means of the
redistribution of land and the reorganisation of production on a more efficient and socially responsible basis. And in political terms,
breaking the power of landowners and transnational capital with interests in land could ultimately open the way to an alternative
pattern of capital accumulation and development.
Across Africa land is being commodified: private ownership is replacing communal and customary tenure; Farms are
turned into collateral for rural credit markets. Law reform is at the heart of this revolution. The Politics of Land Reform in
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Africa casts a critical spotlight on this profound change in African land economy. The book illuminates the key role of
legislators, legal consultants and academics in tenure reform. These players exert their influence by translating the
economic and regulatory interests of the World Bank, civil society groups and commercial lenders in to questions of law.
Drawing on political economy and actor-network theory The Politics of Land Reform in Africa is an indispensable
contribution to the study of agrarian change in developing countries.
First published in 1997, this volume responds to the challenges faced in post-Communist Eastern Europe in the
privatization and decollectivisation of agriculture. The contributors feature specialists in agriculture, finance, economics
and political science. They begin with discussions on the political economy of privatization and a historical overview and
continue with thoughts on agricultural decollectivization in twelve countries across Eastern Europe including Albania, the
Baltic countries, Bulgaria, Slovakia and Hungary. The project reflects the basic framework of endogenous institutional
change and policy analysis, and uses a political economy framework to explain and interpret these agricultural trends.
Land Reform in Mexico: 1910–1980 presents the workings of the Mexican government by analyzing actual policies, their
implementation, and their outcomes in a significant and central sector of the Mexican economy, agriculture. This book
discusses the pattern of Mexican redistribution policy in agriculture over an extensive period of time, with emphasis on
the causes and effects of these policy shifts. Organized into eight chapters, this book begins with an overview of the
agricultural policy and modernization strategy of Mexico. This text then relates regional variations in the rural social
structure of the late 19th century to the history of Mexico's unique agricultural policy. Other chapters consider the policy
shifts reflected in agrarian legislation by presidential period. This book discusses as well the politics of land reform and its
linkages to local, state, and national administrations. The final chapter deals with the status of agricultural policy in
Mexico during the 1980s. This book is a valuable resource for scholar and students with interest in Mexican politics.
Based on a mixture of primary historical research and secondary sources, this book explores the reasons for the failure
of the state in England during the twentieth century to regulate, tax, and control the market in land for the common or
public good. It is maintained that this created the circumstances in which private property relationships had triumphed by
the end of the century. Explaining a complex field of legislation and policy in accessible terms, the book concludes by
asking what type of land reform might be relevant in the twenty-first century to address the current housing crisis, which
seen in its widest context, has become the new land question of the modern era.
First published in 1999, this volume is unique in that it gives a valuable comparison between the current state of land
reform and sustainable development across greater Europe. The chapters are broadly divided into those related to the
established systems of land reform and sustainable development encountered in Western Europe, and those which
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concentrate upon the evolving systems which are currently in the process of development in the former communist states
of Eastern and Central Europe. The book is based on the papers presented at the 21st International Symposium of the
European Faculty of Land Use and Development. The papers have been presented and peer-reviewed by some of the
leading experts and practitioners of Land Reform in Europe. All papers have been extensively edited and revised, and
are presented as chapters within the three sections of the book: Land Reform, Sustainable Development and Rural Land
Development.
Autocracy and RedistributionCambridge University Press
This book explains the origins of Chinese land politics and explores how property rights and urban growth strategies
differ among Chinese cities.
This book represents the first harvest in the English language of the work of the Land Research Action Network (LRAN).
LRAN is an international working group of researchers, analysts, nongovernment organizations, and representatives of
social movements. -- pref.
Three-fourths of the world’s poor are rural poor. Most of the rural poor remain dependent on land-based livelihoods for their
incomes and reproduction despite significant livelihood diversification in recent years. Land issue remains critical to any
development discourse today. Market-led agrarian reform (MLAR) has gained prominence since the early 1990s as an alternative
to state-led land reforms. This neoliberal policy is based on the inversion of what its proponents see as the features of earlier
approaches, and calls for redistribution via privatized, decentralized transactions between ‘willing sellers’ and ‘willing buyers’. Its
proponents, especially those associated with the World Bank, have claimed success where the policy has been implemented, but
such claims have been contested by independent scholars as well as by peasant movements who are struggling to gain access to
land. This book presents three thematic papers and six country studies. The thematic papers address issues of formalisation of
property rights, gendered land rights, and neoliberal enclosure. These studies demonstrate the pervasive influence of neoliberal
ideas on property rights and rural development debates, well beyond the ‘core’ question of land redistribution. The country cases
bring together experiences from Brazil, Guatemala, El Salvador, Philippines, South Africa and Egypt. Common findings include the
success of landowners in minimising the impact of reform, and a lack of post-transfer support, translating into marginal impact on
poverty. The limitations of the market-led approach, and the implications of the studies presented here for the future of agrarian
reform, are considered in the editors’ introduction. This book was a special issue of The Third World Quarterly.
Land reforms are laws that are intended, and likely, to cut poverty by raising the poor’s share of land rights. That raises questions
about property rights as old as moral philosophy, and issues of efficiency and fairness that dominate policy from Bolivia to Nepal.
Classic reforms directly transfer land from rich to poor. However, much else has been marketed as land reform: the restriction of
tenancy, but also its de-restriction; collectivisation, but also de-collectivisation; land consolidation, but also land division. In
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1955-2000, genuine land reform affected over a billion people, and almost as many hectares. Is land reform still alive, for example
in Bolivia, South Africa and Nepal? Or is it dead and, if so, is this because it has succeeded, or because it has failed? There has
been massive research on land reform and this book builds on some surprising findings. Small farms’ share in land is rising in
most of Asia and Africa. This is not driven (as widely claimed) by growth in rural population or farm productivity, but by the relative
efficiency of small farms, and in some cases by land reform. Whether land reform helps the poor depends not only on land
transfers, but at least as much on its effects through employment, non-farm activity, GDP growth and distribution, as well as the
village status and power of the poor. Avoidance, evasion and even distortion of land reform laws sometimes advance their main
aims. Liberalisation and its accompaniments (such as supermarkets) can be powerful friends or fatal foes of small farms and land
reform. This book will be of great interest to students, researchers and consultants working on agriculture, farm organisation, rural
development and poverty reduction, with special emphasis on developing countries.
Social Movements, Law and the Politics of Land Reform investigates how state and rural social movements are struggling for land
reform against the background of a re-emergence of constitutional promises and projects in much of the developing world. By the
early 1990s, as state driven was eschewed in favour of neo-liberal market principles, the historic centrality of rural conflicts was
called into question. And accelerated urbanisation - most notably in China, India and Latin America - appeared to spell the death of
the peasantry itself. Nevertheless, significant struggles continue: in China, largely in response to land grabs by powerful coalitions
of speculators and party officials; in India, as low caste tenant farmers and landless indigenous people continue to demand land
redistribution; in South Africa, and elsewhere. This book focuses on the relationship between these struggles and the state. Taking
Brazil as an example, Social Movements, Law and the Politics of Land Reform outlines the complex reasons behind the failures of
its constitution and law enforcement mechanisms to deliver social justice. Whilst developments there have distinctive origins, they
nevertheless provide important lessons and insights for other countries. In particular, it is argued that Brazil's failures - as
elsewhere - are based not simply on the severe and widespread overestimation of the promise of law - its power and autonomy -
but, more significantly, upon a corresponding underestimation of law's relations of power. Using detailed empirical evidence the
book develops a threefold argument: first, the inescapable presence of power relations in all aspects of the production and
reproduction of law; secondly their dominant impact on socio-legal outcomes; and finally, given the significance of power relations,
the essential role played by social movements as a force in the realisation of law's progressive potential.
For more than a century, property rights to land in Molo in the Kenyan highlands have been subjected to diverse reforms and
desires. Colonial and independent state administrations have restructured land tenure systems to establish and maintain authority
or alleviate landlessness. Meanwhile, people on the ground have developed their own ideas about property rights, place, and
people. Via a detailed political ethnography, Ulrika Kolben Waaranperä uncovers the heterodox notion of property rights that has
emerged as land has been redistributed, settlement schemes established, electricity lines drawn, and electoral violence mobilized.
The book makes an important contribution to the study of land and politics in Kenya and beyond by drawing attention to how
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conceptions of property rights are shaped by and constitutive of relations of belonging and authority. This relational view
challenges the universal definition of property rights undergirding most contemporary land reforms. Instead, property rights are
situated within the political and rendered legible for both definitional and distributional debates. In effect, land reform is posited as
a fundamentally political undertaking.
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